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CLAS UNCLASSIFIED 
CLAS UNCLASSIFIED 
AFSN TB0709100092C 
PROM FBIS LONDON UK 
SUBJ TAKBALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 6 Sep 92 
Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 GLOBAL 
2 1 reports on 4 sep moscow meeting between yeltsin and ghali, with gist 

3 

4 

5 

remarks exchanged. (c/r tasse 041148, item 6 on 4 sep list) (5 min: jap 
051300) 
2 valentin gorkayev on ongoing nonaligned summit in jakarta. (3 min: 
swahili 051600) 
3 "panorama": incl intvw with vsevolod ovchinnikov, director of 
russian-japanese university program, on aspects of japanese-russian 
relations (6 min); video report on why japan does not recognize dual 
citizenship (3 min); oleg rumyantsev, russian federation people's deputy, 
involved in working out new constitution, on his concern over shrinking 
russia (7 min); video report on transportation of plutonium from france to 
japan by japanese vessels (3 min); myachkyavichus video report from 
russian defense ministry on territorial issue with japan (3 min). (sent: 
tv 1315) 
4 youth program: report on yeltsin's meetng with russian youth reps; youth 
news; report on shooting down of ufo in siberia in 1987; named chinese 
writer and journalist living in moscow on chinese youths seeking fortunes 
in moscow. (26 min, with music: mand 0900) 

--------- .. ------~ -~ -o-~5 --"'busiue-.s---c-lub"-~~~--t151Din:~-a£rikaans--G5-1100t-~---~-----~~--~~-~~--~--~--~-.---~--~~--
7 6 moscow radio businessmen club: news of free economy; visit of president 

8 
9 

of chechen to saudi arabia. (arabic 1300) 
7 radio moscow business club. (30 min: thai 1300) 
8 general knowledge program: on japanese construction company fujita's 
plan to build 400 kms-Iong underground tunnel between tokyo and osaka; law 
on blood donation in india; law allowing women to shake hands with men at 
official ceremonies in malaysia; strict law prohibiting smoking on trains 
in england. (6 min: burm 1100) 

10 9 "rm-7": review last week's news; anselmo septien intvw with costa rican 
politician and writer miguel angel rodriguez, presidential candidate, on 
his book and changes in russia; septien intvw wth mexican soap opera 
actress veronica castro. (36 min, with music: spanla 2200) 

11 10 "mailbag": reply to english listener on how collapse of ussr has 
affected space program and military military aircraft industry; on 
constitutions of republics during days of ussr; decline in standard of 
living in russia since govt control on prices was lifted in january; 
christianity in russia and freedom of worship, monasteries; whether radio 
moscow will change its name - no plans at moment. (20 min, overall: 
enginter 0610) 

12 11 "moscow mailbag": joe adamov reply to listeners questions on russian 
police force, says force is still called the militia; on recent mushroom 
poisonings in central russia; philippine listener on why former ussr 
countries want to embrace u.s. democracy, while people in philippines 
would like to try socialism; on behaviour of communist faithful; 
availability of school texts. (enginter 052210) 
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12 "reviewing our mail." (19 min: turkish 1400) 
DISARM 

of 49 

13 valeriy chebotaryev on convention on banning chemical weapons. (rpt 
enginter 041110, item 23 on 4 sep list) (greek 1900) 
AMERICAS 
14 valentin zorin on u.s. presidential election campaign, listing 
historical developments in east europe during bush's presidency, 
contending bush administration's domestic economic policy will outweigh 
their foreign achievements and jeopardize bush's chances of second term of 
office. (3 min: enginter 1710) 
AMERICAS 
15 "latin america in focus": intvw with russian academician (anatoliy 
dekarevich) on his participation in paris forum on american, european 
integration. (8 min: spanla 2200 2300) 
TB0709100092TAKE1 
VEST EUROPE 
16 anatoliy potapov on french tv discussion of maastricht treaty. (rpt 
spanla 042200, item 33 on 4 sep list) (greek 1900) 
AFRICA 

24 17 "africa as we see it": contacts and contracts (rpt segment engafr 
301530, item 26 on 30 aug list); out mail: review listeners letters (9 
min). (engafr 1530) 

25 18 vladislav chernukha on intI relief aid to somalia and existing problems 
in country. (3 min: somali 031500) 

26 19 summary vladimir (kuzmin), authority on african affairs from russian 
acad of sciences, komsomolskaya pravda on situation somalia. (4.5 min: 
sOllali 021500) 

--------------------------21---- 20--chemukha--on--talks--between-ane-and-gov-t---in---south----af-rlea,--a-f-ter--they-----~--~---
were suspended some three months ago, describing current situation in 
country. (4 min: swahili 1600 arabic 1300) 

28 21 vladislav chernukha on outlook of talks in south africa for ending 
apartheid. (rpt enginter 051110, item 20 on 5 sep list) (swahili 051600) 

29 22 report on transformation of southern african development coordination 
conf, sadcc, into sadc, southern african development community. (5 min: 
afrikaans 051700) 

30 MIDEAST 
31 23 yuriy solton on results of first encounter between arab and israeli 

negotiators in washington, noting no progress was achieved, assessing 
issues being debated, citing recorded stmt by un envoy petrovskiy on his 
meetings with mideast leaders. (3 min: arabic 1300 somali 031500 mand 
0900) 

32 24 vladimir korolev on libya's protracted dispute with un. (4 min: 
swahili 021600 somali 021500) 

33 25 valentin gorkayev on situation in iraq. (rpt enginter 041110, item 42 
on 4 sep list) (enginter 1710 swahili 1600 urdu 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300) 

34 26 yuriy solton on tension in iraq due to imposition of no-fly zone, 
noting russian support for un actions while simultaneously favoring 
maintaining territorial integrity of iraq. (4 min: beng 1000) 

35 27 summary (konstantin pegin) izvestiya on russia'S policy toward iraq, 
assessing significance of dispatch of two warships to persian gulf, seen 
symbol of russia's complete political and diplomatic solidarity with usa, 
uk and france. (3 min, sent: mayak 1525) 

36 SOUTH ASIA 
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37 28 vladimir korolev on continuing operations in kabul. (rpt enginter 
051110, item 26 on 5 sep list) (urdu 1000 beng 1500) 

38 29 anon on situation in afghanistan and russia's relations with 
afghanistan, quoting russian ambassador to afghanistan on evacuation of 
russian diplomats from kabul. (3 min: burm 1100) 

39 30 report on moscow press conf by russian ambassador to afghanistan on 
evacuation of russian diplomats from kabul. (4-3 min: indo 1200 viet 1100 
1300) 

40 31 intvw wth russian orientalist (gregoriy katovskiy) describing coop 
between india and russia in fields of economics, other social sciences. 
(6 min: hind 1100) 

41 32 mailbag program. (rpt burm 301100, item 35 on 30 aug list) (burm 1100) 
42 CHINA 
43 33 "the world this week": viktor levin discussion with lev telyusin, 

nikolay shishlin on de-ideologizing of russia's relations with china, re 
yeltsin's upcoming china visit, noting closer cultural, economic links 
with china are desirable. (28 min: home 1030) 

44 34 overseas chinese program: life of overseas chinese in moscow in 1920's; 
buddhist temple at northern tip of the world; songs by overseas chinese 
singers; history of overseas chinese in brazil. (20 min: mand 1200) 

45 TB0709100192TAKB2 
46 ASIAN COKKUNIST 
47 35 (malencbenov) on release of some 70 prisoners in cambodia recently. (3 

min: mand 0900) 
48 36 viktor valentinov on phnom penh govt recently releasing political 

prisoners. (rpt camb 051200, item 30 on 5 sep list) (burm 1100 thai 1300 
camb 1200) ~ 

---~~~~~-~--~-- ~ ... --- . ··49-~-u37--1eonid- kr!chevsldy-on--£ormer--viet---leader-nguyen--van--linit'-s-intvY-vi-th---------
nhan dan. (rpt camb 041200, item 49 on 4 sep list) (camb 1200 thai 1300) 

50 ASIAN/PACIFIC 
51 38 "focus on asia": anon on rok president's intvw with itar-tass corr, 

citing no tae-u on yeltsin's visit to seoul (5 min, poor); anon on 
cambodia freeing political prisoners (4 min). (korean 1000) 

52 39 "far east": incl anon on russia's policy to promote economic coop with 
asian-pacific countries (7 min); introduction to island for tourists in 
vladivostok (7 min); anon on helicopter production enterprises' economic 
difficulties (8 min). (korean 0800) 

53 40 report on russian president press office chief news conf on outcome of 
2 sep moscow talks between yeltsin and japanese foreign minister watanabe. 
(4 min: indo 1200) 

54 41 reports on moscow-tokyo telebridge devoted to yeltsin's forthcoming 
visit to tokyo, quoting yeltsin answering japanese viewers questions on 
aspects of russian-japanese relations. (45 min, sent: tv 1500; 1,160 text 
sent: tasse 0907; 6 min, sent: rossii 0700; 2-1 min: tv 1100 greek 1900 
urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 burm 1100 indo 1200 tamil 1300 thai 1300 
camb 1200 viet 1100; brief: rtv 1900 enginter 1500 1800 2100 spanla 2200 
2300 arabic 1500 hungarian 1900 mand 0400 0600 0900 1000 1200) 

55 42 report on yeltsin-watanabe talks on solution to island problem, briefly 
citing yeltsin. (3.5 min: mand 0900) 

56 43 report on yeltsin's upcoming visit to tokyo, describing preparations 
for visit, noting efforts to break deadlock over kurile islands have been 
unsuccessful, citing kostikov's briefing for newsmen on results of recent 
yeltsin-watanabe talks. (4-3 min: enginter 1110 2010 turkish 1400 arabic 

.;,' 
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1300 hungarian 1900; slight variant, incl brief quotes yeltsin replies to 
japanese viewers during telebridge, 3.5 min: enginter 1410 1710 urdu 100 
hind 1100 indo 0830 tamil 1300 camb 1200) 

57 44 viktor levin on stmts by japanese foreign minister watanabe on his 
intention to make russia accept japanese sovereignty over kuriles, re 
yeltsin's upcoming visit to tokyo. (4 min, sent: mayak 0800) 

58 45 anon on bush's decision to sell f-16 fighter-bombers to taiwan, giving 
background to decision. (4 min: korean 0800) 

59 EAST EUROPE 
60 46 account yeltsin's opening remarks at moscow meeting on settlement of 

confict between georgia and abkhazia. (c/r tassr 031150, item 66 on 3 sep 
list) (one min: somali 031500) 

61 47 anon on last week's meeting between leaders of russia, georgia and 
abkhazia aimed at solving arms issue. (4 min: swahili 021600) 

62 48 account remarks by tengiz sigua, georgian prime minister, at sukhumi 
press cont, georgia's observance of trilateral agreement signed in moscow 
on settlement of abkhazia situation. (brief: mayak 0700) 

63 49 vYacheslav solovYev on prosects for peaceful solution to conflict in 
abkhazia, assessing risk of destabilization in southern regions of russia 
and russian politicians resolute measures to seek solution to conflict. 
(3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 arabic 1300 swahili 1600 hungarian 
1900 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300; anon: turkish 1400) 

64 50 aleksey zlatorunskiy reply to listeners letter on abihazia situation. 
(5.5 min: frenchinter 051600) 

65 51 olga borisova on political situation in south ossetia, describing power 
struggle in south ossetia supsov. (3 min, sent: rossii 0300) 

66 TB0709100292TAKE3 
-------.---- --- ---------fs"l----52--report--on-geneva--conf--on--yugos-lav--si-t-ua-t·i-oft,--ei-t-ing--neys-eon·f-er~ftee--by---------.-

vance and owen on aims of geneva consultations for ending armed clashes in 
bosnia. (3 min: enginter 1110 1410 2010 arabic 1300 turkish 1400) 

68 53 anon on serious situation in bosnia-hereegovina and un efforts to stop 
bloodshed. (rpt enginter 051110, item 43 on 5 sep list) (hungarian 
051900) 

69 MILITARY 
70 54 "aty baty": feature on pace of change in russian armed forces and 

social protection of servicemen, incl intvws with various armed forces 
reps. (13 min, sent: rtv 0715) 

71 SPACE/SCIENCE 
72 55 anon on start of open space project which is complex and dangerous. (4 

min: greek 1900) 
73 56 sci-teeh world: nuclear reaetor energy research in europe; tech to 

eliminate ozone-depleting chloroflourohydrocarbons, others. (16 min: mand 
0400 0600) 

74 57 "science in servies of mankind." (10 min: dari 051400) 
75 RUSSIA 
76 58 konstantin garibov on plummeting rate of ruble and significance for 

russia, noting many analysts believe that continued fall of ruble may 
jeopardize russian reforms, assessing hopes pinned on imf loans. (3 min: 
enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 arabic 1500 hungarian 1900 burm 1100 urdu 
1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 indo 1200 tamil 1300 thai 1300 camb 1200) 

77 59 (viktor grashinko) on ecnomic reforms in russia and depreciation of 
ruble. (5.5 min: somali 031500) 

78 60 anon on russian economic reform policy. (4 min: korean 1000) 

l' •. ' 
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79 61 vladimir karamurza on current state of ruble, incl intvw with dmitriy 
tu1in, dep director of russian central bank, justifying bank's move in 
buying up surplus dollars. (6 min: tv 1800) 

80 62 economist vladimir popov on public expectations and reactions over 
declining value of their money, advising caution on part of govt and 
central bank if ruble is to stabilize. (4 min: tv 1800) 

81 63 anna prokhorova video report intvws with muscovites on life under new 
mayor luzhkov, says rubbish and shoddy goods in kiosks show decline in 
standards, assessing possibility of new elections for moscow mayor. (3.5 
min: tv 1800) 

82 64 summary izvestiya intvw with viktor dubinin, russian dep defense 
ministry, on setting up and training of russian peace keeping forces. (5 
min: hungarian 051900) 

83 65 "praise for russia": program on figures who played important roles in 
development of sciences, literature, etc. (7 min: arabic 1500) 

84 66 "new market." (rpt enginter 301910, item 78 on 30 aug list) (enginter 
1910) 

85 67 "business club." (rpt hind 051100, item 60 on 5 sep list) (urdu 1000 
beng 1000) 

86 NKAO SITUATION 
87 68 eduard ryabtsev report on cease-fire protocol signed between armenia 

and azeri reps. (rpt enginter 051110, item 66 on 5 sep list) (hungarian 
051900) 

88 69 natalya prokofyeva reports from nagornyy karabakh and visits 
stepanakert hospital, exhausted doctors and distraught relatives. (4 min: 
tv 1800) 

89 MOLDOVAN SITUATION 
·~·~_ •• m· .•. ~_~ __ ••• ·90 .. ~ ··1&·anon·onllleeting-between··~ssian-and~1noldovan-presidents--in-moseow· .. -.--.--.. --~-... -.~ .. 

(rpt enginter 051110, item 65 on 5 sep list) (4.5 min: afrikaans 051700 
swahili 051600 hungarian 051900) 

91 71 anon report on russia-mo1dova talks in moscow. (4.5 min: swahili 1600) 
92 TB0709100392TAKE4 
93 LIFE IN CIS 
94 72 video report on celebrations in minsk where young military college 

graduates are taking their oaths of loyalty to state, briefly quoting 
interview with be10russian defense minister. (1.5 min: tv 1100) 

95 73 eduard (varsov) on future of cis, general federation of unions called 
for transformation of cis into confederation of independent countries, 
citing views of some cis leaders on subject. (6.5 min: arabic 1500) 

96 74 roundup of cis economic reports. (4 min: dari 051400) 
97 75 anon previewing 25 sep meeting of cis leaders in bishkek. (rpt 

enginter 021110, item 117 on 2 sep lit) (5 min: swahili 021600 somali 
021500) 

98 76 reports on kazakh president nurzultan nazarbayev's interview with 
arkadiy uda1tsov of 1iteraturnaya gazeta; vladislav fronin of 
komsomolskaya pravda; sherkhan murtazayev of yeremendi kazakhstan; 
vyacheslav srybnykh of kazakhstanskaya pravda; gadilbek shalakhmetov, 
chairman of kazakh tv and radio company, aleksandr potapov of trud and 
viktor loshak of moskovskiye novosti. (43 min, sent: tv 1115; 400 text: 
tasse 1013; brief: enginter 1500 1800 spanla 2200 2300 hungarian 1900) 

99 77 anon on current situation in tajikistan, recalling joint statement 
published on friday by presidents yeltsin, akayev, nazarbayev and karimov, 
statement followed heightening of tension of tajikistan, recent events in 
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republic recalled, izvestiya interview with president nabiyev cited, tajki 
parliament speaker ruled out intervention by neighboring republics. (3 
min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 turkish 1400) 

100 78 aleksandr shkirando reports from tajkistan, noting situation in 
republic sometimes defies logic, pointing out third force has appeared in 
president's palace, dwelling extensively on situation following nabiyev's 
going to ground. (5 min: tv 1800) 

101 79 mukhtar ganiyev reports on uzbekistan's independence day celerbations, 
recapping on achievemnts of year's independence and brief interview with 
president islam karimov. (2 min: tv 1800) 

102 80 misc internal cis items: 33: global 17 .cis 6 latam 2 asc 2 asnc 6 
103 Unpro: enginter 0700 1100 spanla 0030 dari 1400 korean 1200 
104 Poor: hungarian 1900 jap 050900 urdu 1000 mand m0400 
105 Hissed: persian 1330 polish 1500 (endall) 6 Sep 92 
106 TB0709100492TAKE5 




